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Simplicity and
		 refinement

OF THE ZAGREB REGION

Everyday life poured into a pot tells us about the lifestyle of the area known under the
nickname of Zagreb’s green ring. Here, in the central part of northwestern Croatia, this
ring around the Croatian capital has succeeded in joining modern urban design with folk
traditions and values, a string of culinary peculiarities, enjoyment, and experience.
Spellbinding scents and flavours imbued with history lure you to the table, whether it is
chicken soup with homemade noodles, Samobor-style garlic sausage with mustard, sour
cabbage, pickled turnips with beans, barley, duck with buckwheat mash, baked chicken,
goose, or turkey with wheat noodles, Samobor salami and prgica dried cheese, unique
šljivnjak sweet prune soup, warm Samobor kremšnita custard pie, or even Jelačić šnite
cakes…
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Fresh cottage cheese and cream are a specialty of the region. Like long ago, it still thrills
with its simplicity, freshness, and full flavor, whether eaten alone or as a side to homemade
sausages, salamis, or dried boiled meats. Without cottage cheese and cream, numerous
delicacies are unimaginable: rudarska greblica, zlevka, cicmare, strudel, or štrukli…
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Add the first-class wine, bermet dessert wine, brandies, cherry and walnut liqueurs, delicious
plum and pear brandy made in the unique setting of the region’s fertile winemaking hills,
the obsession with flavours and scents takes over completely.

Osijek

And so, before a many-coloured backdrop of local ingredients and charm that travel
through time in forgotten culinary notes and memories, the restaurants that bear the
Flavours of the Zagreb Region standard invite you to enjoy true, refined gastronomic
moments of joy at the table.
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Map of Croatia and county are for illustrative purpose only.
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Beograd

Split

Dubrovnik

Welcome, and bon appétit!
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GABREKU 1929 RESTAURANT

1

150
30
Starogradska 46, 10430 Samobor
+385 (0)1 3360 722
info@gabrek.hr
www.gabrek.hr
12-24
mixed wild mushroom soup, baked wild boar with gnocchi and cranberry,
“crêpes with cheese and walnuts“
Gabreku 1929 restaurant, which opened its doors in 1929, is one of the oldest restaurants in
the Samobor region. It is located beneath the walls of Samobor’s old town on Gradna creek,
opposite the ancient St. Michael’s Church near Samobor’s famous Vugrinščak park. Their
menu features typical specialties of the Samobor region, which are always prepared using
fresh, local ingredients. Their rich selection of dishes contains a few meals that have been
on the menu for more than 80 years, and are still prepared according to the original recipe.
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SAMOBORSKA KLET RESTAURANT

2

270
50
Trg kralja Tomislava 7, Samobor
+385 (0)1 3326 536
martina.puhalo1@hotmail.com
www.samoborska-klet.hr
pon.-pet. 11-23, sub.-ned. 12-23
game stew, veal shank under a bell, Samobor cream cake
Samoborska Klet is a well-respected family restaurant located in the very heart of Samobor.
The air-conditioned restaurant has 270 seats, consisting of a large terrace on Samobor’s
main square, where you can enjoy the fresh air, and an interior decorated in the traditional
local style with 110-year-old oak. The extensive menu includes barbecue, spit-roasted meats,
dishes prepared under a traditional baking lid, and meals prepared in a brick oven. They bake
their own bread and prepare amazing specialties with fresh game.
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GOLF RESTAURANT

3

80
80
Bana Josipa Jelačića 164, Zaprešić
+385 (0)1 3340 777
golf@komunalno-zapresic.hr
www.golf-restoran-zapresic.hr
ned.-čet. 09-23, pet.-sub. 09-01
novodvorski steak, aunt Fanika’s veal steak, sour cherry strudel
Golf restaurant is located in Zaprešić in Hrastina forest park, with a well-maintained golf
driving range near the historic estate and home of 19th century Croatian leader Ban Josip
Jelačić. The restaurant is housed in the renovated Jelačić garden house, and shortly after
opening, it became a favourite gathering place of the citizens of Zaprešić and the surrounding
area. Parking is available for more than 50 automobiles on a parking lot that is a five-minute
walk from the restaurant along a well-kept trail through the forest park.
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SUHINA EXCURSION CENTRE

4

60
100
Dr. F. Tuđmana 1, Rakitje, Bestovje
+385 (0)1 3371 562
info@izletiste-suhina.com
www.izletiste-suhina.com
pon.-sub. 12-22, ned. 10-20, sri. zatvoreno
Miller style trout, homemade blood sausage, plum stuffed dumplings
Suhina Excursion Centre is an old town style family restaurant located on the banks of the
river Sava near the Podsused bridge. Since it was founded by Josip Suhina in 1919, the
restaurant has offered its guests a family atmosphere, grandma’s home cooking, and meals
prepared on a charcoal-fired barbecue. The restaurant has remained in the family and been
passed down from generation to generation. Guests have access to a large parking lot, a
playground, a large terrace and covered veranda surrounded in greenery.
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IVANČIĆ RESTAURANT

5

80
30
Plešivica 45, Jastrebarsko
+385 (0)1 629 3303
kontakt@restoran-ivancic.hr
www.restoran-ivancic.hr
pon. 12-19, uto.-ned. 9-23
blood sausage with sauerkraut, venison stew, gratined štrukli
Ivančić family restaurant is located on the winemaking hills of Plešivica, just 40km from
Zagreb. The restaurant is one of the most important stops on the Plešivica Wine Route, with
its combination of traditional and modern hospitality. The selection of food is spiced up with
wines produced in the family cellars. The restaurant is located in the centre of Plešivica at
405m above sea level, and it offers a beautiful panoramic view. On clear days, you can see
Klek, Lička Plješivica, Velika Kapela, Mala Kapela, and Petrova gora mountains to the south,
and sometimes even Velebit and Učka.
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KRAŠOGRAD ECO-PARK, DOMAĆICA RESTAURANT

6

100
130
Bratina 117, Pisarovina
+385 (0)1 5582 200
ekopark-kras@kras.hr
www.ekopark-kras.hr
8-22
cottage cheese and sour cream, cooked pork shank with sourkraut, apple strudel
Every building on the estate and itscontents tell an ecological story – from the wooden
houses planned to provide accommodation for around 100 people and the restaurant with
a unique selection of specialties to the eco-friendly, cow farm. As the entire estate bears an
ecological certificate, all of the structures on it have been built entirely of natural materials –
wood and stone – while the farm itself holds to the highest standards of organic production.
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BISTRO BABRIGA

7

60
20
Josipovićeva 56, Velika Gorica
+385 (0)1 6217 854
info@bistro-babriga.hr
www.bistro-babriga.hr
7-22
turopolje-style cutlet with Grandma Lukec’s porcini mushrooms,
Josipović cutlet, porcini mushroom soup
The comfortable atmosphere and location just a few minutes from the centre of Velika
Gorica and Udarnik Sports and Recreation Centre make this restaurant appropriate for both
business lunches and meetings, as well as more intimate family gatherings. Bistro Babriga
is a family business offering its guests traditional specialties from Turopolje.
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KOS-JURIŠIĆ WINE EXCURSION CENTRE

8

80
10
Suhodol Zelinski, Donja Zelina
+385 (0)1 2043 491
info@vina-kos-jurisic.hr
www.vina-kos-jurisic.hr

po najavi

pork fillet stuffed with dried plums, veal roast, apple strudel
Located in the village of Nespeš, only a few kilometers away from Zelina, on the Zelina Wine
Route. You can purchase wine in the wine shop and taste wine in the appropriately decorated
tasting room, which can host up to 50 guests. For the full experience, visit the cellar in the
very heart of the vineyard and taste their traditional meals.
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BUNČIĆ VRBOVEC HOTEL

9

1000
150
Zagrebačka 4, Vrbovec
+385 (0)1 2720 570
hotel@hotel-buncic.hr
www.hotel-buncic.hr
0-24
rabbit in sauce, cornflower trout, corn crepes with cottage cheese
The Bunčić Vrbovec Hotel is located on the main road connecting the Croatian capital of
Zagreb with Bjelovar, Koprivnica, and Križevci. The hotel features 60 units of accommodation,
5 conference halls, Marija Jurić Zagorka restaurant, a large summer terrace, a playground,
a banquet hall for up to 600 guests, a buffet restaurant, and private parking with video
surveillance.
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KEZELE FARM

10

170 170
Vinogradska 6, Šumećani, Graberje Ivanićko
+385 (0)1 2820 496
info@kezele-vino.hr
www.kezele-vino.hr
11-19 i po potrebi
hunter’s style game with traditional pasta, Moslavina style loin,
plum stuffed dumplings
The Kezele family founded their farm on the family tradition of kotlovina cooking and
winemaking. The estate features century-old wooden houses renovated for guests, where
they can enjoy meals from the house kitchen and wine from the farm’s cellars where you can
also taste the autochtonous Moslavina wine variety Škrlet. The experience of a real family
farm is completed with the beautiful view of the vineyards, the stable with livestock, and an
ethnographic collection with amazing antiques.
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Cottage cheese
Cottage cheese and cream are the region’s basic ingredients. Traditionally made fresh
cottage cheese has a fine, leafy structure, and it is usually eaten with cream, either alone
or as a side dish with dried or boiled cured meats. It is frequently eaten with the addition
of sweet red paprika, onion, garlic, or other vegetables. Numerous regional delicacies are
unimaginable without cottage cheese.

Kotlovina
No traveller should visit Samobor without trying the famous local kremšnita custard pie, a
light dessert with a foamy egg cream between two layers of crispy pastry. The main secret
of its quality, as the local housewives say, is in the use of local eggs, which give the pie its
beautiful yellow colour and full flavour. As opposed to all other kremšnita pies, those from
Samobor are unique in that they are eaten warm.
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Meat prepared in a wide, shallow, hat-shaped
metal dish is an unmissable culinary experience
at local gatherings, from fairs to family
gatherings in the vineyards. Kotlovina is the
perfect cooking method by which chefs can
show off their individual tastes, thanks to the
limitless combinations in the kinds of meat and
vegetables that can be used. Still, the main
ingredients are usually pork chops, fresh ham
hocks, onion, bell pepper…
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LONČAR Dairy, Bedenica
KUŠIĆ Dairy, Psarjevo Donje
JADANEC ČUTURA Dairy, Kusanovec
FÜRNKRANZ Dairy, Brdovec
GRČEVIĆ Dairy, Pisarovina
POKUPČAN Dairy, Pokupsko
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The tame landscape of the Zagreb region draw
visitors with their natural characteristics: meadows,
mild hillside pastures, vineyards, orchards, rivers,
ponds… This has always been a livestock farming
region, and so it is no surprise that cottage
cheese and cream are basic ingredients of the
region and a local specialty with a long tradition.
And on the basis of this tradition of cheese
production, this region offers a historic experience
in modern times – especially of cheeses produced
traditionally in twelve mini-dairies connected
along the Zagreb region’s Cheese Route.
In their tasting rooms, you can sample cottage
cheese, boiled cheese, smoked cheese, soft, semiA3 and hard cheeses made with cow and goat milk
soft,
from animals raised on the local pastures. These
dairies also share three brands: Dragec dried cheese,
Kriško hard cheese, and ZG Sirek cottage cheese.

WINE ROUTES

7. ŠESTAK Dairy, Plešivica
8. ŽUMBERAK Farm, Jastrebarsko
9. KONJUŠIĆ Dairy, Gornji Stupnik
10.PENEZIĆ Dairy, Kupinečki Kraljevec
11.MALKOČ Dairy, Kupinečki Kraljevec
12.LUKŠIĆ Dairy, Kupinečki Kraljevec
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The soil, sun, and climate, but most of all, the hardworking hands of winemakers have made
this region one of the most esteemed winemaking regions in Croatia. Every year, experts,
connoisseurs, and lovers of great wine visit the vineyards and cellars on the Plešivica,
Zelina, and Samobor wine routes to enjoy the noble local wines.
In addition to Zagreb’s brands Purtugizec Plešivica and Kraljevina Zelina, the routes’ cellars
offer wines made from the local Plavec Žuti, Slatki Zelenac, and Šipelj grapes, as well as
numerous other wines (Chardonnay, Sauvignon, Pino Noir, Pinot Gris, Pinot Blanc, Riesling,
Gewürztraminer, Blaufränkisch, Škrlet, Yellow Muscat, Furmint…). On the Samobor Wine
Route, make sure to taste Bermet, the region’s best-known fortified wine.
Kraljevina Zelina
Kraljevina is a regional grape variety, and the Kraljevina from around Zelina is the most
famous. It is produced from white grapes, mostly Kraljevina, an old autochthonous variety
from Prigorje. On hot days, the locals drink it mixed with mineral water, a beverage known
locally as gemišt.
Portugizec Plešivica
Grapes have been grown on the hills of Plešivica for hundreds of years, and the region
has long been known as home to excellent wines. In recent times, Plešivica has become
especially well-known for its production of the Blauer Portugieser variety, which is produced
by farms organised into the Portugizec Plešivica Wine Producers’ Co-Op.
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couelvienntsary
MAY

Kaj su jeli naši stari – Vrbovec
– a three-day culinary event with a selection of
traditional meals from the Vrbovec region and other
Croatian regions, cultural and entertainment programme
www.tz-vrbovec.hr

Samoborska salamijada – Samobor
– rating and sales of Samobor salami (local product
from Samobor), entertainment programme

Kriški oblizeki – Križ
– a competitive and humanitarian festival
of traditional desserts and cakes, selection
of cakes, entertainment programme

www.tz-samobor.hr

www.oblizeki.dnd-kriz.hr

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

Continental Croatian Wine Exhibition – Zelina
– an exhibition with wine rating and sales, culinary
content, and a selection of traditional dishes

Svetonedeljska fišijada – Sveta Nedjelja, lake in Rakitje
– fish paprikash cook-off, fish paprikash cooked
in a 600-litre cauldron, selection of traditional
dishes and cakes, entertainment programme

www.tz-zelina.hr
Evenings on the Kupa – Pisarovina
– an event celebrating traditions, folklore,
entertainment and sports events,
selection of traditional dishes
www.pisarovina.hr/turizam

JULY
Rudarska Greblica Days – Rude
– selection of traditional savoury cheese and
walnut cakes, entertainment programme
www.ostrc.hr
Zaprešić Harvest Festival – Zaprešić
– an event celebration the traditional harvest
and threshing, selection of traditional food,
folklore entertainment programme
www.zapresic.hr/turizam
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AUGUST

www.svetanedelja.hr
A Millenium of Cuisine – Budinjak
– culinary workshops on historic, Roman, and traditional
cuisine from Žumberak at the Archaeological Park at the
open-air exhibition space of Žumbeerak Nature Park
www.park-zumberak.hr
Jaska Wine Festival – Jastrebarsko
– selection of wine, kotlovina cookoff, entertainment programme
www.tzgj.hr
Kak su brali naši stari – Marija Gorica, Dubravica
– festival celebrating traditional grape harvest
and processing, selection of traditional dishes,
cultural and entertainment programme
www.turistickazajednica-dib.hr
21

Fišijada – Dugo Selo
– fish paprikash and fish cook-off,
selection of local wines and cakes
www.tzgs.hr

OCTOBER

ZAGREB COUNTY TOURIST BOARD

Preradovićeva 42, 10000 Zagreb
tel. + 385 1 4873 665, tel./fax 4873 670
www.tzzz.hr, info@tzzz.hr

Bread Days – Krašić
– exhibition of bread and traditional local products
www.tzokrasic.hr
Bučijada - Ivanić-Grad
– traditional products fair with a focus on products made
with pumpkin, best pumpkin strudel contest, selection
of pumpkin strudel and dishes made with pumpkin
www.tzig.hr
Kestenijada – Sveti Ivan Zelina – Kladeščica
lodge (406m above sea level)
- chestnut picking, selection of roasted chestnuts,
young wine (must), and traditional dishes
www.tz-zelina.hr
Gastro-eko-etno - Brdovec
– food, drink and dessert festival with an exhibition
of local products, entertainment programme
www.turistickazajednica-dib.hr
Gastro Turopolja – Velika Gorica
– selection of traditional specialties from Turopolje,
apple exhibition, Turopolje-style kotlovina and hunter’s
goulash cook-off, entertainment programme
www.tzvg.hr

TZ Dugo Selo, Josipa Zorića 1, Dugo Selo
tel. + 385 1 2753 705, www.dugoselo.hr
TZ Ivanić-Grad, Moslavačka 11, Ivanić-Grad
tel./fax + 385 1 2881 591, www.ivanic-grad.hr, info@tzig.hr
TZ Jastrebarsko, Vladka Mačeka 1, Jastrebarsko
tel./fax + 385 1 6272 940, www.tzgj.hr, info@tzgj.hr
TZ Samobor, Trg kralja Tomislava 5, Samobor
tel./fax + 385 1 3360 044, 3360 050, www.samobor.hr, tourist@samobor.hr
TZ Sveta Nedelja, Marijana Stilinovića 1, Sveta Nedelja
tel./fax + 385 1 33 73 919, www.svetanedelja.hr, info@svetanedelja.hr
TZ Sveti Ivan Zelina, Trg Ante Starčevića 13, Sveti Ivan Zelina
tel./fax + 385 1 2061 808, www.tz-zelina.hr, tzg@zelina.hr
TZ Velika Gorica, Kurilovečka 2, Velika Gorica
tel./fax + 385 1 6222 378, www.tzvg.hr, tzvg@tzvg.hr
TZ Vrbovec, Trg Petra Zrinskog 7a, Vrbovec
tel./fax + 385 1 2791 661, www.vrbovec.hr, tzvrbovec@tzzz.hr
TZ Zaprešić, Trg Žrtava fašizma 9, Zaprešić
tel. + 385 1 3311 611, fax 3310 309, www.zapresic.hr, tz-zapresic@zg.t-com.hr
TZ Krašić, Krašić 101
tel. + 385 1 6270 910, www.tzokrasic.hr, tzokrasic@zg.ht.hr
TZ Pisarovina, Trg S. Radića 13
tel. + 385 1 6291 044, www.pisarovina.hr, tzpisarovina@pisarovina.hr
TZ „Savsko-sutlanska dolina i brigi“ (Brdovec, Dubravica, Marija Gorica)
I. Gregorića 13, Brdovec, tel./fax + 385 1 3398 747, www.turistickazajednica-dib.hr,
turistickazajednica.dib@gmail.com
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OF THE ZAGREB REGION

